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THE KERRI TALES // bio

T

he Kerri Tales is a Vancouver Island band of three members
who write and record original music, building a powerful and
diverse range of musical stories to which the world can relate,
taking listeners on a journey through their memories.
Sporting a modern version of classic rock, The Kerri Tales is developed around the
expressiveness of lead vocalist Kerri Shannon, magically accompanied by Jim
Kraneveldt's guitar and Graham White on the keyboard. Their sound is something like
Fleetwood Mac meets Adele.
The three bandmates met a few years ago while performing in the tribute band Time,
'The Ultimate Pink Floyd Experience', as well as in My Generation, a tribute to the great
acts that played at the original Woodstock festival. In addition to Fleetwood Mac, Adele
and The Pink Floyd, their vast influences also include icons like Janis Joplin, The Doors
and Led Zeppelin, to name a few. It is a breadth of taste, styles and genres that each of
the band members has been able to develop and bring to The Kerri Tales thanks to their
past musical origins and experiences.
They have many years in the music industry as song writers and as performers, playing
to large theatre audiences both with Time and My Generation, and with Kerri playing the
title role of Patsy Cline in the musical 'A Closer Walk with Patsy Cline'.

Kerri Shannon
"music feeds my soul"
Kerri Shannon's musical career began at the age of 5
when she started learning to play the piano; at 12 years
old she began singing in karaoke competitions and then
was accepted into vocal jazz in high school.
She was a member of the bands Time and My Generation,
which brought her to play in sold out shows across
Vancouver Island. She participated in a local production
of 'A Closer Walk with Patsy Cline', getting the lead role
as Patsy. She is currently still singing with My Generation
as she loves to pay homage to Janice Joplin and Grace
Slick.
The diversity and artistic richness of the many talented
musicians with whom Kerri has performed to date has
allowed her to enrich her singing style with flourishing
and eclectic influences. Among her favorites, Kerri cites
the artists Doris Day, Etta James, Linda Ronstandt,
Patsy Cline, Fleetwood Mac, Cher, Bob Marley and Led
Zepplin.
In the past two years she has learned to play the ukulele,
leading her to write music for her latest project, The Kerri
Tales, a collaborative synergistic effort that sees this solo
artist engaged alongside the creativity of Jim Kraneveldt
and Graham White.

Graham White - "I'm a lifelong fan of British rock"

Professional artist and songwriter with 25 years of experience
in the music industry, Graham White has toured across
Canada playing with various bands. He is a graduate of the
Royal Conservatory of Music for piano and holds a diploma in
Jazz studies from VIU.
His musical highlights include writing and performing original
music for Yesterdays Fate and performing for large audiences
across the country, including 3,000 people at Calgary
Stampede. A fan of British rock, playing with the band Time
fulfills his dream of performing the music of Pink Floyd in
large spaces and with talented musicians, light shows and
presentations it deserves.

Jim Kraneveldt - "I always thought in the 80's that
David Gilmour was under rated for his feel and sense of
melody"
Raised as a Pink Floyd and Beatles fan, Jim Kraneveldt is
a published Nashville songwriter who also wrote music for
DVD soundtracks and backing tracks for local television. Jim's
wicked guitar solos mesmerize both his band mates and the
audience.
While no one can deny he's pouring his soul into every solo,
he makes them appear effortless, which is the trademark of
natural talent. Jim also writes and records with Yesterday's
Fate over in the UK.

